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LINK presents latest developments at BAU 2019
BAU, the world’s leading trade fair for architecture, materials and systems, is taking place once
again in Munich from 14 to 19 January 2019. LINK will be presenting its latest developments and
flexible solutions for security and building automation under the slogan “Customised Security
Technology”.
With three innovative divisions, LINK-PRO, LINK-OEM and LINK-ODM, LINK offers a wide
variety of components, from high-quality standard ranges for specialists to custom-manufactured
products – and all “Made in Germany”.
High-performance miniature bolt contact
The exhibit at BAU 2019 will focus on products that combine high performance with compact
design. One of the highlights is the new ERK 8501b electronic bolt contact with a miniature
sensor. Thanks to its compact design, it can be used in places where conventional bolt contacts
fall short. The ERK 8501b can easily be installed in even the smallest spaces, which makes it
well suited for installation in modern tubular frame and folding glass doors, such as those found in
shopping centres, train stations and airports. With VdS C certification, it also conforms to the
highest security standards.
Ground-breaking data and energy transfer
The EKOM 22 contactless electronic transmitter also features a compact design and the highest
VdS C security class. It is particularly useful for alarm glass – which typically has the VdS C
certification – as it provides a connection from the glass to the system that provides the maximum
security. It is suitable for installation in modern windows and door elements such as sliding doors
but can also be used to secure wicket doors in shutter gates.
Stay for the presentation of the EKOM + prototype, an even more powerful solution for
transferring energy and data to devices connected to door and window rebates.
Separable miniature door loops
Another highlight at BAU 2019 is the miniature door loop for concealed installation. The new M 13
35 can be installed diagonally, meaning it requires very little space. Doors and windows retain
much of their stability, because the installation requires only minimal milling of the profiles. Tilt
and turn windows also retain their full range of functions and can easily be unhinged simply by
disconnecting the plug connector.
We look forward to welcoming you to hall B3, booth 541.
www.link-gmbh.com
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